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chapter

1

introduction
institutions movements men and women associated
with the development of play and physical education are
waiting for an historic interview
unless the profession soon devotes more attention to
historical research much important source material will
be lost permanently to mankind scott 1959 p 469

the

brigham young university mens intramural program has

provided organized recreational activities to thousands upon

thousands of students throughout the years LL

C

gibbons personal

december 2 1987
this program provides
students at brigham young university with many wholesome

communication

activities offered throughout the school year

in

which an individual

participates from choice and receives immediate satisfaction

the purpose

of this study was to compile and

present an

organized and complete history of the mens intramural program at
brigham young university

no exact date was found to be the

Intra murals on campus
beginning of mens intramurals

shows that

it

instead this study

grew out of physical education classes

these

classes clubs and organizations on campus began competing with
one another in various sporting activities gradually these
competitions grew and in 1954 the first full time mens intramural
director was hired

before 1954 part time staff members

student managers and the department chairman of physical
education gave leadership to mens intramurals
Intra murals on campus since
1954 a full time director has been employed every director since

2

1954 has been interviewed

in

this study along with a few of those

who were involved with mens Intra
intramurals
murals prior to 1954

the

personal interview and library technique were the two methods
used

in

collecting data for this study

previous to 1987 the intramural director indicated that no
comprehensive history existed on mens Intra
murals
intramurals

L

personal communication december 2 1987

was suggested

and

it

C

gibbons

that such a study be compiled before the passage of time made the
collection of material too difficult

spencer

W

kimball noted that

there is a need and a demand for recorded history of all types by

the church

of

jesus christ

of

latter day saints kimball 1978

since brigham young university is a church school

it is

appropriate that this information be organized and presented
within the historical methodology of this study

completed

in

this study was

1988

statement of problem

the purpose

of this study was to compile and present an

organized and complete history of the mens intramural program at
brigham young university
1

b

the

the

following were sub
problems
subproblems

collection of data through

a personal interviews and

the location of original publications and information relating to

the establishment the development and the growth of the mens
intramural program
2

the analysis and

interpretation of the information by means

of the historical process of internal and external criticism
3

the arrangement and presentation

of the collected material

3

De
delimitations
limitations

this study was a history
brigham young university

of the

it

mens intramural program at

emphasized the how why and by

whom the program came into being and grew into a well developed

organization

this history was compiled

documents located

in

from

a records and

newspapers books pamphlets and b from

information received through personal interviews and

correspondence with selected individuals

this study did not
include the extramural program nor the womens intramural
program

the mens

and womens programs were separate but

paralleled each other until september 1980 when they were
combined

this study was

mainly concerned with the

intramural program however

it

mens

included the womens intramural

program from september 1980 until the time of this study

limitations
this study was

limited by the degree of information found

concerning various aspects of the mens intramural program at
brigham young university
misplaced

many records were thrown away lost or

an attempt by the writer was made to explore

possibilities of information

complete as possible

in

all

order to make the history as

another limiting factor of this study was

the inability of persons interviewed to recall exact dates names
places and occurrences of past years

justification
historians have always justified a study of the past because
they recognize it as the key to understanding and wisdom gray

4

the

1964

historical researcher and his collected data is an

important asset to the modern educative process

he can keep us

from repeating the errors of the past and in turn remind us of how

far we have come in the present day society kernan 1984

historian named nevins said

A

history is actually a bridge

connecting the past with the present and pointing the road to the
future

nevins 1962 p 14

thomas jefferson a former

president of the united states noted the importance of a historical
study when he wrote of the importance of history to the education
of youth
will

he wrote

history by apprising them youth of the past

enable them to judge the future

experience of other times
7

it will

avail them of the

and other nations

nevins 1962 p

woodrow wilson another united states president saw the

dangers of failing to utilize standards of judgment from the past

he said

universities which train men to use their minds without

carefully establishing the connection of their thought with that of

the past are instruments of social destruction

gray 1964

p

6

historical research is an important source of knowledge and serves

as a guide to progress
program
young
mens
university has
brigham
at
intramural
the
progressed through past years and at the time of this study offered
over 50 recreational activities to the brigham young university
community each year

A

complete and accurate history of the

intramural program at brigham young university had never been
compiled and

it

was suggested that there was definite need to

L C gibbons
record and preserve the history of this program L

5

personal communication december 2 1987

since brigham young

university is a major educational institution of

jesus christ

of

latter day saints

it

the church

was felt that

in

of

keeping with

the teachings of the church a history should be preserved

the

history revealed that many individuals including school

administrators faculty directors staff members and student
participants deserve

credit for the establishment and preservation

of a successful intramural program

definitions
external criticism
see if the part of historical
evidence being examined is what it appears or claims to be
it is

a method

of checking to

strives to answer the question

it

Is it authentic

extramu
Extra
murais
murals
extramurals
A

program whos
chos purpose is to provide students from one

university a chance to compete with students from other

sports not included in the intercollegiate athletic
program brigham young university general catalog
cat
1977 78
197778
universities

in

historical method
it is

one of three general methods that educators and

investigators use to solve problems the other two being
descriptive and experimental

according to gray the historical

method consists of the following steps

appropriate topic
taking notes

d

b

a selecting an

tracking down all relevant evidence

critically evaluating the data collected

c

e

arranging the data into an organized and meaningful pattern and

f

6

generate interest and
communicate the understanding of the subject gray 1964
presenting

internal
it is

of the

will

ariti
criti
criticism

a method of ascertaining the meaning and trustworthiness

data

question

a manner that

it in

in

a historical record

Is it

it

strives to answer the

creditable

Intra murals
intramu
intramurals
sports and recreational activities that are organized and played
by the students and faculty within the confines of an institution

library bechn
technique
techn

the

library is a tool of research

by knowing its principal

resources and understanding its classification systems the
researcher is able to gather information contained

in

the library

primary sources
information that is a first hand account or record of a past

event

many researchers refer to primary sources as

materials of historical research

matthews

the basic

1974

secondary sources
information that is provided by a person who did not directly

observe the event object or condition

van dalen 1979

p 352

examples pertaining to this study were newspaper and schoolbook
intra murals
articles and pamphlets containing information about intramurals
summary

the purpose

of this study was to present a complete and

accurate picture of the brigham young university mens intramural
program from its beginnings to the time of this study the

7

collection of data came through personal interviews and printed
material related to the subject
compiled into this study

the data was then organized and

this was the first history compiled

brigham young university mens intramurals
Intra murals

on

chapter 2

review of literature

the

historical methodology was used in this study

the

following are some thoughts on the important aspects of historical

research

A

very concise definition of historical research was

written by best as follows

historical research describes what was the process
involves investigating recording analyzing and
interpreting the events of the past for the purpose of
discovering generalizations that are helpful in understanding
the past and the present and to a limited extent in
anticipating the future best 1986 p 24

some might ask

why do historical research

something that is over and done with

it

deals with

wiersma offers some good

reasons
can provide a perspective for decision making about
educational problems and it assists in understanding why
things are as they are educational reform and even social
reform are functions often served by historical research
issues are often better understood and probably better
dealt with if the historical perspective is known historical
research can also be useful for predicting future trends there
is an old adage that those who are unfamiliar with the mistakes
of history are doomed to repeat them thus historical research
can provide information necessary to avoid previous mistakes
wiersma 1980 p 184
it

best also wrote of good reasons for doing historical research
history is a meaningful record of human achievement it is
not merely a list of chronological events but a truthful
integrated account of the relationships between persons
events times and places we use history to understand the
past and to try to understand the present in light of past

9

historical analysis may be
events and developments
directed toward an individual an idea a movement or an
however none of these objects of historical
institution
observation can be considered in isolation people cannot be
subjected to historical investigation without some
consideration of their interaction with the ideas movements
andor institutions of their times the focus merely
determines the points of emphasis toward which historians
direct their attention best 1986 p 60
A

knowledge of ones heritage helps provide a deeper

appreciation and understanding for the policies and programs
within an educational setting

are the same

no two intramural programs

each is unique and has its own characteristics

which have been determined by the needs of those involved

van dalen wrote that
history may modify our social political and moral
parochialism convince us that individuals and groups can play
a vital part in bringing about change teach us to be more
tolerant of others and make us more patient with our
contemporaries when dealing with the complexities of
nature and the process of change van dalen 1979 p 349
according to van dalen obtaining knowledge about the past has
always intrigued people

the purpose

and scope of historical

for centuries historians wrote history to
defend or to promote a particular case to protect the privilege
writing has changed

class or to glorify the state or church rather than to arrive at
objective truth van dalen 1979
to re
create the past
recreate
experiences of humankind in a manner that does no violence
to the actual events and conditions of the time they
collect examine select verify and classify facts in
accordance with specific standards and they endeavor to

today historians strive

of a

10
interpret and present those facts in an exposition that will
stand the test of critical examination modern historical
research is a critical search for truth van dalen 1979 p
350

two noted historians wrote
historians work under the same necessity of giving
shape to the events that they have found and verified only
the historian has no scale with which to measure the facts
and few symbols other than words with which to express
their relations his purpose being to portray intelligibly he
must relate in the ordinary sense of recount lifelike
sequences he presents human affairs as in a story
describing conditions and complications and reaching
climaxes and conclusions to aid understanding barzun &
graff 11985
985 p 195

the
made

study of history may help prevent the repeating of mistakes

in

the past and provide an insight into how and why things are

as they are

van dalen wrote

synthesis of the past the drama of the decisions
made and their consequences may help us make decisions
about current problems with greater intelligence and
economy of effort history may not provide us with precise
predictive powers but it can acquaint us with what has
been tried before what kinds of actions have been
successful and unsuccessful and can help us appraise
ap 349alternative courses of action van dalen 1979 pp
350
A

related theses
three historical masters theses thomson weatherford &
steinke were studied to formulate thoughts on how to organize the
data

these theses

provided possible formats for compiling and

arranging historical information

11

the

first of these

history of the recreation education

department at brigham young university was a study completed by

thomson organized the data into
chapters which contained specific years of history in chronological
thomson

in

1969

in this study

order along with subjects

data

in

thomson suggested that putting the

chronological order makes the location of data very

accessible

if

the year under which

it

was cataloged is known

if

the year is not known and only a certain event or person is
available much of the information would have to be searched

in

order to find a common reference

Weather
fords thesis A history of the intramural sports
weatherfords
program at the university of illinois 1903
1965 the data was
19031965
in

arranged into headings with sub headings under each

his main
chapter headings were mens competitive 1952
1965 and non19521965
competitive 1948
1965 programs womens intramural program
19481965
co recreational faculty staff summer intramural
1965
1903
19031965
programs free
time activity special interest clubs and
freetime
intramural administrators change facility planning

other sub headings of interest were

1965
1958
19581965

development of program

administration of program facilities of program and activities of
program weatherford arranged the data by subjects and topics and
then each of those were put

the

in

chronological order

third thesis which provided ideas on the historical method

of research was a study completed by steinke in 1960 entitled

history of intercollegiate basketball at brigham young university
all of the data by steinke was arranged season by season year by

A

12

year

appendix were topics such as outstanding

in his

BYU basketball records
and each game played with opponent and score between the years

achievements

in

chronological order

of

1918 through 1956

history of Intra
murals
intramurals

the

following section contains information on the history of

intra
murals
intramurals

in

its purpose is to provide a review of

general

intra murals nation wide
literature to the history of intramurals

college students
interested

in

in

the early to middle 1880s who were

a particular event of sport banded together and

the events

formed clubs and fraternal organizations

they enjoyed were usually of english origin because
until later in history that

was not

america developed its own events and

price 1978

sports
in

it

and sports

the text by voltmer and esslinger

it

states that as early as

1859 yales undergraduate student body was divided into twelve
in

1864 princeton

an intramural type manner

at about the

boating clubs with twenty men on each club

organized baseball

in

same time yale and princeton sponsored track and field events on
an intramural structured basis voltmer

&

esslinger 1949

during

the 1860s the university of michigan had organized sports clubs
where the students paid dues and elected officers

it

has been

recorded that the university of michigan held a field day

in

the

year 1879 which was similar to our modern intramural program
included

in

their program were activities such as collar and elbow

13

the wheelbarrow race tug of war the three legged

wrestling

race leap frog and a greased pig chase mitchell 1925
As interest increased in

these sports students wanted to play

teams at their own school and teams from other universities

the

desire to compete with teams from other universities gave birth to

the desire

interscholastic and intercollegiate athletic programs

to compete with teams from the same university became known as

intra murals
intramurals

the

intra murals may be defined by separating
word intramurals

latin origin form
the

walls

intra

meaning

in

educational setting

and

muralis

thus a intramural

tenoschok 1981

organized play

within

it

into its

meaning

activity is

which a student participates within an
in

mitchells text he says

interesting to note that the beginning of athletics in
our colleges were of intramural nature students associated
themselves together in clubs somewhat in the same manner
that sports are carried on in english universities this was in
the early sixties indeed the english influence at that time
was so strong that almost all the sports that were attempted
were borrowed outright from their english setting and it was
only gradually that these sports changed and assumed
peculiarly american characteristics mitchell 1925
it is

intramural activities developed because of the desires of

college students to participate

in

athletic events

most of the

competition came between groups that were already established on

the campus

there was

early years and

in

little or no faculty supervision during

some instances there was active opposition by

the faculty concerning student participation
price

1978

these

in

these activities

14
during world war

1I

and world war

11
II

intramural growth was

interrupted and some intramural departments were even dissolved
during these years

it

was shown through medical examination

results that more physical activity was needed for the young men

this sparked the interest
of

in

physical activity for many and the idea

athletics for all became widespread

after the wars a new concept

in

mueller 1971

intra murals came into being
intramurals

activities changed somewhat and participation was organized on an
intramural programs spread

individual team and club basis

widely throughout the nation and in october 1955 the first

national conference on intramural sports for college men and

women was held

in

washington DC

wilcox 1967

intramural type activities have gradually become accepted by

educators as an important part of the educational process
wrote that intramural programs

in

scott

colleges and universities are

without question the most universally accepted and approved

phase of physical education

he continues

almost without exception members of the faculty
students administration and the lay public endorse the purpose
and scope of intramural sports the purpose of this particular
phase of physical education is to provide students of moderate
motor ability on all educational levels with opportunities for
the satisfaction and enjoyment to be derived from experiences
in competitive sports and in physical recreational activities
As a phase of comprehensive physical education the activities
comprising the intramural program should provide opportunities
for all students to experience on a voluntary basis and under
actual game condition the activities in which they receive
instruction in the basis program of physical education As
should be the case the rewards of intramural participation lie

15
not in academic credit or in material awards but rather in the
social and moral benefits and in the health and pleasure that
flow from physical activities that is enjoyed scott 1950 p

419

the development

of intra
murals has grown from unorganized
intramurals

student sponsored activities to an organized program of developing
the students physical

social

spiritual

emotional

and intellectual

abilities
summary

of the three general methods
descriptive and experimental
used thorpe 1986

of

research

historical

historical seems to be the least

all three are important and should be

the

carefully considered by each researcher

historical study

is

an indispensable part of the liberal education that aspires to train

the general powers of the mind and open

it

to an awareness of the

greatest things that people have done thought or discovered

it

furnishes perspectives on the moving forces of the present and a

necessary basis for intelligent decisions about future action
daniels 1981
were used

in

p

114

each of the writers whose viewpoints

this chapter thomson weatherford and steinke felt

strongly that historical research was important to the educative

process

no closely related studies were found however the three

studies mentioned did provide helpful ideas on the collecting and
arranging of historical data this chapter contained a section on
intra murals
the history of intramurals

in

general to acquaint the reader

chapter 3
procedures

the

problem of this study was to present a history of the

brigham young university mens intramural program

the

historical

method of research was chosen to facilitate the completion of this
study therefore the procedures were as follows

the problem

b

a statement of

the collection of all relevant evidences

c

critically evaluating the evidence through internal and external

criticism and d the arrangement and presentation of the

collected material

statement of the problem

the purpose

of this study was to compile and

present an

organized and complete history of the mens intramural program at
brigham young university

collection of relevant evidence

the

collection of the best secondary and primary sources of

data available was of utmost importance to this historical study as

as other historical studies in this study personal interviews
were conducted with past and present faculty newspaper articles

well

schoolbook articles photographs financial reports records

ogues were also
catalogues
pamphlets and brigham young university cataloguer
catal
collected which pertained to the subject

the

two methods used

collecting the information were personal interviews and the
library technique

locating

reports

the

former proved to play a prominent role

in

vital data while the latter helped produce records and

in

17

evaluation of evidence

once the data were collected they were then secured through
the process of internal and external criticism

all the materials

collected were checked for authenticity and reliability
and for credibility

criticism

external

after each

internal criticism

comp aried with other data to
interview the data collected was comparied

no materials were used

insure that the collected data was correct

that were found to be of a questionable nature
responsibility of a historical researcher

clarke

this
&

is

a basic

clarke have

described the work to be done by the researcher as the following

the

historian employs historical documents accounts
relics and the like with scholarly care and evaluates them
against the criteria available to him he is not just a story
teller who fills in historical gaps from his imagination
although todays historian does attempt to make his account
interesting he strives for accuracy and validity with the same
conscientiousness as does the experimental scientist clarke &
clarke 1984 p 71

arrangement and presentation of evidence

the

final step was to analyze and evaluate the data and to

present them

in

an organized manner

the pertinent data were

organized with information being arranged from beginnings through
1954

in

chronological order and from 1954 to the present

of intramural directors

in

order

emphasis was placed on interviews with

intramural directors and administrators from 1954 to 1988

accompanying some areas were photographs

18

summary
no study had ever been done on the history of brigham young
Intra murals
university mens intramurals

therefore after approval by the

committee the writing of the historical study was completed
primary sources which were personal interviews proved to be a
major source

in

the collection of data

checklist was used as a guide

in

for each interview a

asking pertinent questions

some

of the interviews were tape recorded with the permission of the

individual being interviewed

all the data was then analyzed and

secured using the common process of external and internal
criticism

the data

were then evaluated and organized into a study

chapter 4
intramural beginnings through 1954

the

formation of the mens intramural program at brigham

young university had its beginnings early

academy history

in

brigham young

prior to 1954 the intramural program was part

of the physical education

department and the chairman of that

department was responsible for the intramural program

the

intramural program originated as an outgrowth of the physical

education instructional program

the

program was the result of

many years of growth and development

the

following chapter is an

account of this beginning and of certain individuals who made
valuable contributions to the establishment and growth of the
intramural program

academy years 18751903
1875 1903
the brigham young university formerly known as the brigham
young academy was founded by a deed of trust executed by
president brigham young on october 16 1875 soon after this date
a brief term of the institution was carried on by hon warren

dusenberry who subsequently resigned to practice law

it

N

was

in

the spring of the year 1876 that dr karl G maeser under special
instruction from president brigham young held a preliminary term

on the first day of class 29 students
van 1920 p 10 all tuition
were enrolled at the academy Ban
banyan

which covered six weeks

was to be paid

department

in

300
3.00
300

advance with the prices being

primary

per term or fifty cents per week for attending

20
less than one term intermediate department

cents per week for attending less than one term

department

700
7.00
700 for

or seventy five

500
5.00
500

academic

the regular studies including higher

arithmetic algebra history and natural history or astronomy
young
academy circular
ir cular
culan 1876
brigham youna
youngacademy

the

first faculty consisted of three teachers karl G maeser

milton H hardy and

anna kristina smoot

the academy

met

in

a

square red brick building which burned to the ground january 24
1884

basement of the old tabernacle the
S

the

only one day of school was lost because of the fire
A

jones building were hurriedly put

0 smoot

building and the S

into condition and made ready

to furnish temporary quarters for the school

banyan
van 1920
Ban
banvan
babvan

p 10

during the following year the school moved into the upper story

ZCMI warehouse at the corner of sixth south and university
avenue this was the home of the school for the next six years
Bri
brigham
venity
1920 21 p 11
university
verity circular
aham young Uni
bridaham
briaham
circus 192021
circul
of the

from the warehouse the school moved into a 75000 brick
building erected from church appropriations supplemented by

donations from the general public the student body the faculty
the alumni association and other generous patrons

became known as the high school building
entire state for

it

it

this

was the pride of the

marked the beginning of a new era

buildings as mentioned

in

building

in

school

the historical section of the banyan
ban

1920 p 10

after principal dusenberry resigned to study law president
young selected dr karl G maeser a german scholar and convert to

21

the

the church to head the new academy during the year 1876

deed of trust which founded the academy indicated that pupils
such branches as are usually taught

shall be instructed in

academy of learning
in

banyan 1920

schools of higher learning

in

in

an

during this early period

p 10

america physical education and

consequently

recreation were not usually part of the curriculum

dr maeser did not include them jensen 1972
dr maeser wrote

in

1893

all work and no play makes jack a

dull boy is an old but true saying

play and recreation are more

than mere diversions they are recuperative requisites

in

the

process of physical intellectual and moral development jensen
1972 p 120
writers of early brigham young academy history
have stated that dr maeser did not favor physical activity

in

the

however albert glazier the 65th student to register in
the academy reported that dr maeser purchased two lots north of

academy

lewis hall and had the land leveled fenced and equipped for
various games and competition

participate

in

in

order that the students might

recreational activities

jensen 1972

academy activities
during may 1891 a four day commencement program at the

academy was held which included a field day

the

field day

provided the students with various track and field events

afternoon of that day a baseball game was held

in

the

the track and

field

meet was reported to be the first official brigham young academy

sponsored meet

in

the history of the school jensen 1972

22
basketball was invented

massachusetts during
one year later the game was introduced

1892
the winter of 1891
18911892

in

springfield

to students at the brigham young academy by maud may babcock

also

the european game of soccer was introduced to the

in 1891

students

baseball was popular among the students and an academy

team was formed during these early years which competed against
other teams from surrounding communities
part of the official academy program

this team was not

during the spring of 1896

american football was introduced to the academy students

jensen 1972

the
in

first reference made about competitive athletics appeared

the may 3 1879 issue of the territorial enquirer

the

article

referred to a baseball match between the brigham young academy
springville
ville club
and the Spring

score of

31 to 13

in which

ville club won by a
springville
the Spring

during the early academy years baseball seemed

to be the most popular sport

available for these activities

very limited facilities were

other references are made about

sprinting and jumping as popular activities among the students

jensen 1972
of

the academy gave
the curriculum the

participated

in

little attention to physical education

as part

only sports and games that the students

during the 1880s and 1890s were informal

activities played during recess or after school

samuel

K

roberts

an early member of the school reported that he remembered having

participated
jumping

in

foo tracing broad and high
baseball leapfrog footracing

crack the whip

marbles side hold wrestling

and other

23
activities hart 1965
participating

in

there are records

of students

a variety of recreational activities as mentioned

during the 1880s and 1890s but there is no record of an organized

student recreation program during this period of time jensen
1972

the

first physical education class which was part of the

regular curriculum came

professor john

C

in

1887 jensen 1972

in 1902

swenson was appointed director of physical

education and athletics at the academy hart 1965

with the

establishment of a physical education department came the need
for recreational facilities

on february 17 1902 the training

school which contained the first gymnasium at brigham young

academy was dedicated jensen 1972

the

gymnasium was

located on the third floor of the training school building see figure
1

with the first two floors being used

the training
north the

as classrooms

school building was located at first east and sixth

gymnasium consisted of one basketball court shower rooms and

dressing rooms with bleachers able to seat approximately 1200
people jensen 1972

noise from the gymnasium prevented any

recreational activities from taking place during class time F W
dixon personal communication december 7 1987

were given

in

two courses

the gymnasium physical training for men and

young academy circular
physical training for women brigham youna
03 p 29
1902
190203

274

1

A
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0

row
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the

following is a quote about the athletic association within

the department of physical culture

it

was written during the

03
school year 1902
190203

the academy has a

thoroughly organized athletic
association including uniforms and physical equipments
sports games and feats involving physical strength and
agility are encouraged on the principle that a sound and
vigorous body is a prerequisite to a healthy mind the
bulletin boards contain from time to time challenges by this
class or that and do not wait long for affirmative replies from
classes challenged girls as well as boys enter into these
contests occasionally a challenge comes from or is sent to
another school and then all class rivalry ceases and the
students with tremendous enthusiasm present a common front
to the enemy the school at various times has held the state
championship in football baseball basketball and general

track athletics
by way of stimulating emulative rivalry among the various
classes cups and other trophies to be contested for have been
presented to the association by interested friends and patrons
of the manly arts As a consequence there has been awakened
great enthusiasm which finds appropriate vent on field days
youna academy circular
and other holiday occasions brigham young
1902 03 p 28
190203
during 1903 the name of the brigham young academy was

changed to brigham young university

in

youn q
the brigham young

university catalogue and announcements for the school year 190405 the following is a question and answer given in the section

questions often asked

0 what
A

do you have by way of recreation for students

the university has a ten acre campus

for outdoor games and

sports a beautiful lecture hall two magnificent dancing halls

26
where parties are occasionally held and a gymnasium unequaled

size and equipment

in

in

youna university
the state brigham young

catalogue and announcements 1904
it

was during the years of the academy that the intercollegiate

athletic program was organized which provided new recreational
opportunities to the students and faculty

the first

in 1899

intercollegiate game of basketball took place between the women
of the university of utah and the women of brigham young academy

jensen 1972
although the records show no formal organization of a mens
intramural program before the year 1930 the records imply that

the students both men and women were participating
education programs

contests

in

in

physical

various sporting events grew out

of the instructional programs within the physical education

department

one class would compete

in

a contest against another

gradually these class competitions became more popular and

class

leagues for competition were formed

basketball tennis baseball

track and wrestling were among the early intramural activities

jensen 1972

the

following was written about

founders day

in

1907

A

most exciting feature of the days doings was the interclass
athletic meet on the campus

here unmindful of the blustering

afternoon aspiring champions of the gymnastic art vied with each
other

in

the pole vault high and broad jumps shot and hammer

throws and the track contests

founders day

1907

27
eugene

eugene

L

roberts

roberts was one of the most prominent men in the
early development and success of physical education at brigham
L

young university

roberts had been a student at brigham young

university from 1898
1904
18981904

in 1910

he returned from attending

yale university and immediately was placed at the head

of the

those who headed the program before
roberts were bennion teetzel colton and swenson respectively
jensen 1972

physical training program

professor roberts continued his tenure on the faculty for 19
years

roberts as the father of
physical education at brigham young university jensen 1972
records often refer

to E

L

during the time he was head of the physical training program he

inaugurated the brigham young university invitational track and
field meet and the annual timp hike

these

two events developed

into major attractions not only to students of the university but to

many others throughout the intermountain area jensen
E

L

roberts was the first person

1972

to coach intercollegiate

basketball at brigham young university beginning

on

in 1911

january 12 1918 brigham young university joined the rocky
mountain faculty athletic conference

after joining the

conference brigham young university began to increase its
emphasis on the importance of competitive athletics jensen
1972
in 1913

the ladies gymnasium was completed

the

building

was built at the corner of fifth north and university and carried

28
the inscription

womens gymnasium 1 l1912
912

the

ground breaking
groundbreaking

over the mens gym
1930

the date of

building had two significant improvements

a spring floor and a large stage

later about
the spring floor was blocked from below because it was

not considered desirable

during 1938 the basement was excavated

the womens gym was used

for shower and dressing rooms

for

several years for the mens home basketball games because it
would seat a few hundred more than the mens gymnasium the

mens physical education until
the building of the smith field house in 1950 the womens
gymnasium was the home for womens physical education until the
mens gymnasium was the home

of

completion of the richards building

in

1965 jensen

1972

with the completion of the mens and womens gyms came an

increase

in

sporting activity among the students

interclass and

club competition grew to include basketball football
wrestling track and boxing

became regular

the

baseball

competition with other schools also

school yearbook or banyan began reporting

some of the interclass events
reported that our system of finance is upon a
banyan
ban
very poor basis basketball and track are the only activities which

the

1911

pay for themselves
our future in athletics

however we may well be optimistic as to

banyan
Ban van

1911

p 110

the

1913 banyan
ban

sophomores scooped the seniors at basketball
was something like 150 to 9 banyan 1913
reported

the concept
report

talley

of intramurals
intra murals first appeared in 1916 with the

college athletics is gradually evolving from the making of

29
stars who get

all the attention

to that of letting every man

participate and get the necessary development

athletics is going from the few to the many

the

aim of college

banyan 1916

during 1916 the annual thanksgiving cross country run was
van
banyan
held on november 25 in which 48 school men entered Ban

this annual thanksgiving cross country

1916

turkey trot
became known as the turkeytrot

it

run in later years

has probably been held each

year since about 1910 it was a 2244 mile run through the streets
of provo the various classes would enter candidates with the
winners receiving a turkey dinner F W dixon personal

february 24 1988
the 1917 banyan reported

communication

the class series

basketball required the enlistment of
novices and thus develops their prowess the interschool
boxing and wrestling tournament also offers an opportunity for
gratifying the demand of the muscles during the winter months
from material developed in these different events
contestants are selected to compete against other schools
1917
banyan
banvan1917

in

p 124

during these early years participants from intramural events were

sometimes chosen to play on brigham young university teams and
compete against other schools F W dixon personal
communication

february 24 1988

referring to the

Y

field and track meet the 1918 banyan

contained the following

this event

class competition and
patriotism which binds by one solid bond the members of
each class only men who have not won previous honors are
permitted to compete
each night a large group of boys are
is characterized by

30
seen racing around town for the purpose of conditioning
themselves for basketball and the cross country run
classes are the represented competitors the class winning the
largest number of points receives the batted
fatted turkeys and other
appropriate awards banyan 1918 p 85

the

school newspaper of 1922 reported

great enthusiasm

is being shown for interclass
basketball and some rare battles are being pulled off
interclass basketball is slightly different this year than

that the freshman class will be allowed three
teams making a total of six
class managers are up on
their toes and are putting some very likely looking material
through the paces every night competition will be unusually
keen with so many high school stars and old men back all
students are eligible to represent their class providing they
are carrying sufficient credits and have never been awarded a
Y in basketball
interclass basketball 1922
usual

in

charles J hart

charles J hart was added to the coaching staff in 1925 see
figure 2 this began his service at brigham young university
which spanned over four decades he became chairman of the
department of physical education

in

1938 and continued as head of

the department until 1962 jensen 1972

in 1942

the name of the

department of physical education was changed to health physical
education and recreation
during some of his years as department chairman C J hart

was director of intramurals
intra murals
and directors to help
program

in

he often employed student managers

the administration of the intramural

he probably was the first to start organizing interclass
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flaune 2
floure

charles chick hart

32
events or appointed someone to do so and thus could be called the
Intra murals at brigham young university
father of mens intramurals

hart

always had a watchful eye on intra
intramurals
murals and supported the
program E

R

kimball personal communication february 5 1988

during 1925 the field of womens athletics was started

out

of

murals which paralleled the
intramurals
the association grew womens Intra
mens intramural program until the two were combined in

september 1980
ban an referred to intramural competition as being
the 1929 banyan
minor sports

intra murals to
wrestling and boxing were added to intramurals

go along with basketball softball and volleyball

ribbons and pennants were given to the winners

banyan 1930
in

each event

social dancing was very popular among the students these dances
were held

in

the womens gym F W dixon personal

communication

the

february 24 1988

a team to participate

in

school faculty usually had

intra murals
the team events within intramurals

crowton personal communication february 5 1988

D

M

sometime

in

the 1930s C J hart started appointing student directors to help
with intramural events

previous to that time sign up sheets were

posted on bulletin boards for students to sign up for a time
the sheet had sufficient names on

it

F W dixon personal communication

the

when

a tournament was scheduled

february 24 1988

following was printed in the school newspaper

plans have been made by coach charles J hart for the
pre season inter
opening of the preseason
social unit basketball
intersocial
tournament which will open with games in the mens
gymnasium monday A meeting for athletic managers of the

33
various social units was called for wednesday afternoon but in
as much as representatives of but three units were present the
drawing up of a schedule had to be postponed and arrangements
were made for another meeting to be held in coach harts office
plans made 1930
in 1931

the banyan reported

intramural athletics at brigham

young university have been growing steadily

in its

aim to provide

this year T hettig was

sports for the entire student body

appointed as student manager of intra
murals assisting chick hart
intramurals
director

banyan 1931

an article entitled

the

p

102

the

school newspaper reported

in

intramural contests commence tuesday

first of a series of intramural contests to be

sponsored at the athletic department of the university will
begin tuesday under the direction of theron snyder and
harris walker the tournaments scheduled to start tuesday
are horseshoe and tennis anyone desiring to participate in
these events must sign his name to the slip of paper placed
on the bulletin board for that purpose
chick hart announces that the gym is available for club
or social unit practice between 430 and 630 on weekdays
arrangements can be made by consulting coach hart
intramural contests

the

1932

1935 banyan reported

intramural competition than

in

greater interest was shown
any previous year and as a result

more than 800 students participated

sports

banyan 1935

p 192

in

at least twelve different

most of the teams

events were social units or clubs on campus
communication

in

D

in

the intramural

overly personal

february 22 1988

during the 1930s and 1940s the physical education department
in

conjunction with intramural type activities continued to grow

new activities introduced were golf soccer field hockey

34
participation increased

volleyball and dance

areas

in all

physical education and intramurals
intra murals until world war

11
II

of

during the

years of the war when so many of the leaders and participants left
the campus to defend their country the intramural program became
virtually non
existent
nonexistent

february

5

1988

D

crowton personal communication

M

however shortly after the war activities were

resumed on a large scale and skiing camping and horseback riding

became activities within the curriculum
in

1948 clarence robison became responsible for the

intramural program under the direction of C J hart see figure 3

robisons duties as director were

only part time since he was also

assigned with teaching and coaching duties

C F

robison personal

he continued as head of the
january 1952 at this time david geddes

communication february 16 1988
intramural program until

then a graduate assistant accepted the responsibilities as the
murals
intramurals
director of intra

in

september 1952 david geddes became

a regular faculty member and continued directing the intramural
program along with his teaching responsibilities

personal communication february

11

D

geddes

1988

with the building of the george albert smith fieldhouse

came more recreational facilities

in

1950

more emphasis was put on

intramural activities and the first intramural sports handbook was

prepared

the

following letter was printed in the 1952
53
195253

intramural sports handbook

with the completion of the one million dollar
fieldhouse the opportunity is at last presented for a full and

35

figure
flaune

brigham young university mens intramural

3

1954
administrators and directors 1902
19021954

swenson 1902 first director of athletics and physical
education at brigham young academy

john

C

warren A colton
colton date unavailable succeeded swenson as
coito
director of athletics and physical education
clayton T teetzel 1906 succeeded colton as director of
athletics and physical education
1909 succeeded teetzel as director
fred bennion
bennion1909

of athletics

and physical education

eugene

L

1910
roberts
roberts1910

often called the father of physical

education at brigham young university

intra murals as director and
charles J hart 1925 responsible for intramurals
then administrator until september 1956

murals
hettig
intramurals
bettia date unavailable student manager of intra
hettia
intra murals
hvatt date unavailable student manager of intramurals
red evatt
intra murals
david crowton 1935 student manager of intramurals
vern wa
intramurais
intramurals
murais
murals
waido 1936 director of intra
waldo
john lewis 1938 director of intramurals
intra murals
murals
intramurals
40 manager of intra
don overly 1939
193940
intra murals
dixon 1940
48 director of intramurals
fred W di
194048
intra murals
keith wilson 1941 student manager of intramurals
intra murals
clarence robison 1948 january 1952 director of intramurals
david geddes january 1952 january 1954 director of

T

intra murals
intramurals
boyd lake january 1954 september 1954 director
intra murals
intramurals

of

36
effective intramural program at the brigham young
university in a school of over 6000 students there are
many outstanding athletes who do not make the varsity
teams and who should have other opportunities for athletic
therefore congratulate the physical education
endeavor
department in making plans for an intramural program
hope that in the near
where hundreds may participate
future this intramural program will become just as popular
on the campus as our intercollegiate games As far as
participation is concerned it provides a means for an even
greater number of athletes to participate wilkinson 1952
I1

1I

p 2

the

fite nite often called the smokeless
smoker was held on february 27 1953 in the fieldhouse it was a
first annual

heavily attended intramural event and became an annual event
15
tremendous interest
fite nite featured 10
1015
bouts between brigham young university boxing and wrestling

because

of the

athletes

often times exhibition matches and various

demonstrations were held
the years and then
campus J
in

H

in

this event drew large crowds through

the early 1960s boxing was discontinued on

naylor personal communication february 18 1988

january 1954 david geddes was released from being the

intramural director to do further graduate study

replacing him

in

the intramural assignment was boyd lake a senior student
majoring in physical education

lake continued

in

this capacity

through the remainder of the school year
in

september 1954 the college

of

recreation physical and

health education and athletics now called the college of physical

the recreation department was one of the
departments planned with the formation of the college the dean
education was formed

37
of the

college was jay

B

nash who assumed the responsibilities of

the recreation department within the college until september
1956 when israel C heaton was chosen to be the first chairman of

the recreation department

the

intramural program was assigned

recreation department upon the departments creation in
september 1956 when the college was formed in september 1954

to the

william J hafen was hired to be the director of intramural sports

chapter

5

mens intramural program 1954
1988
19541988
the recreation department first became involved with the
intramural program in september 1956 when the mens intramural
division under the direction of william J hafen became the

administrative responsibility of the department
1988 the intramural program has remained

department with six

see figure 4

full time

in

from 1956 to
the recreation

directors throughout those years

this chapter names those directors the years that

they were the director and the changes that took place under their

leadership
william J

hafen

when the college of physical education was organized in 1954
william J hafen was interviewed and hired by brigham young
university president ernest

sports director
1988

W J

L

wilkinson to be the intramural

hafen personal communication february 23

intramurals
56 intra
murals continued to be administratively
from 1954
195456

located within the department of physical education under the
direction of C J hart
of the

israel C heaton became the first chairman

recreation department

in

september 1956 and at that time

intra murals was assigned to the department of recreation
intramurals

the duties

of the intramural director were to provide

organized recreational activities to all students who wanted to
participate even with the newly built smith fieldhouse in 1951
indoor facilities were in great demand

the

gymnasium at the

39
brigham young university mens intramural directors

figure 4
1988
1954
19541988

1959 mens intramural sports
william J hafen september 1954
19541959

director

jav

H

N
navior

1960 mens intramural sports director
1959
19591960

william J ha
hafen
ay
Jjav

H N
navior
D
recto r
director

1961
1960
19601961

1961

mens intramural sports director

september 1967 mens intramural sports

i

john L hansen september 1967 september 1968 mens intramural
sports director
ganv
gany
garv K palmer september 1968 september 1974 mens intramural
gary
sports director

bruce F hollay september 1974 january 1984 intramural
D
recto r
director
i

lee

C

gibbons january 1984 intramural director
gibb

40
training school was being used by the brigham young high school
all of the womens
and the womens gym was occupied by ail

activities
by decision of the administration the main floor
intra murals
fieldhouse could not be used by intramurals

gyms as the only two basketball courts for
during the early 1950s

late 1950s

the west annex was

the outdoor

in

the smith

this left the east
mens intramural play
not added until the

facilities consisted of the fields south of

the smith fieldhouse a field west of the richards building and the
track area and stadium house where the richards building now

stands

budgets for the mens intramural program were ample for

a few years and were set up to flow directly to the program

later

the budget was shifted over to come from student body funds

each

year thereafter the director would meet with student body officers
and receive allocated funding which then created a real struggle
for sufficient intramural finances

communication

W

J hafen personal

february 23 1988

due to the unavailability of statistics previous to the year
1954 it is difficult to ascertain what activities were a part of the
program activities that were added to the mens program in 1954
were handball singles and horseshoes doubles

the

co recreation

program was also added to the program and began to receive much

support by the administration

archery badminton chess and

fencing were among the first co recreation activities
intramural medals were given as awards to the winners of each

event at the conclusion of the contest

A

supremacy trophy was

41
given to the individual and to the team with the most points at the

end of the school year points for the supremacy trophy were given
for participation and winning

if

the supremacy trophy was won

three consecutive years

in

trophy would remain

their possession

in

a row by an individual or a team the
all scheduling of

facilities and point totaling for the supremacy trophy was recorded
by the intramural staff

the

intramural staff consisted of the

director an assistant a secretary and officials

the

intramural

office was located upstairs in the smith fieldhouse W J hafen

personal communication february 23 1988

the

following events

were offered during william J hafens first year as the intramural

sports director see table

1

basketball was offered during winter semester 1955 with a
total of 76 teams participating

social units resident halls

wards organized clubs and independent teams were divided into

seven leagues

each league played a round robin tournament with

the two top teams

in

each league participating

in

the school

championship tournament at the end of round robin play

for the

school championship a single elimination tournament was used

A

total of 17 officials were employed for the basketball season and

were paid between 70
85 cents an hour
7085

flag football was part

of the autumn intramural program with

32 teams registering and being divided into four leagues with each

league participating

in

a round robin tournament

at the end

league play the two top teams of each league participated
single elimination school championship tournament

in

of

a

42

table
mens intramural participation
particigation summary
summarv 1954
58
195458
1

team activities

1954 55
195455

1955 56
195556

Volley bail
ball
volleyball

76
32
36
28

92
33
39
30

bowling

10

18

97
50
40
50
22

1954
55
195455

1955 56
195556

1956 57
195657

of

1956 57
195657

58
1957
195758

teams

basketball
flag football

softball

individual activities
of participants

tennis
badminton
boxing

wrestling
horseshoes
table tennis
handball
paddleball
Padd leball
fencing

59
72
22
18
39
64
49
19

golf
gymnastics

21

swimming
squash

81
31

doubles events
of doubles teams

tennis

37

1954 55
195455

1955
56
195556

39

29
38
28
46
33
30

badminton

horseshoes

22

table tennis
handball
paddleball
Padd leball

62
45
12
15
36
185
46
43
22
17
63
94

34

79
94
18
17
86
235

1 17
117
45
47
53
25

1957 58
195758

68
85
32
41

84
200

71

91

29

42

21

6

37
89

64
117

1956
57
195657

28

1957
58
195758

52
41
38
35
62
32
26
29
28
36
40
table continues

43

special events
1954 55
195455
cross country run
13
171
track and field

1955 56
195556
11
1 1

1956
57
195657

12

214

1957
58
195758

74
181

coed activities
of participations

archery
chess

12

18

badminton
fencing
bowling

checkers

27
33
20

101

47
32

10

24
36

120

ables
tennis mixed dbles
event was not offered or the number was unavailable

32

44
softball was held
into 6 leagues

in

the spring with 36 teams being divided

each league played a round robin tournament with

the two top teams of each league playing

tournament

A

was scheduled

in

a single elimination

total of 28 teams participated in volleyball which
in

the autumn

the

28 teams were divided into three

leagues with each league playing a round robin tournament with
the two top teams from each league entering a single elimination
tournament to determine a champion
bowling was held at regal recreation center during the winter

semester
23 1988

of 1955

W J

hafen personal communication february

only one league was formed with each team rolling two

lines at each match

tennis singles was held during the autumn semester
year

A

of that

single elimination tournament was organized with each

match consisting of the best of three sets

doubles tennis was

held during the spring term and was organized the same way with
all

matches being held on the six college courts

was held during the spring

A

badminton singles

single elimination tournament was

used with each match consisting of two out of three 15 point

games

the

boxing and wrestling events were scheduled in the winter

preliminary rounds were organized and the finalists participated

the annual fite nite on march

11

1955

in

fite nite started out

as a free event and was later changed to a fee event the change

of

45
policy increased the number of spectators in attendance W J

hafen personal communication february 23 1988

tickets were

50 cents for adults and 25 cents for students
A

regulation fencing meet was held under the direction of the

an area was marked

fencing coach during the winter of 1955

off

on the south handball court in the smith fieldhouse and competition

was held

the

in

both the foil and the sabre

golf event was held during autumn 1954 and was organized

as a 36 hole open tournament the participants played

in

no more

foursomes each keeping track of their opponents score
than two representing a social unit or club were put

in

the same

foursome
A

singles event

in

horseshoes was held

with 39 participants signing up for play

in

the autumn of 1954

each was placed

in

a

single elimination tournament with each match consisting of two
out of three 21 point games

the horseshoe doubles event was

scheduled during the winter semester and

it

was organized the

same way as the singles event with play taking place at the west
end of the smith fieldhouse this was before the west annex was

added W J hafen personal communication february 23 1988
handball singles was scheduled

in

the autumn of 1954

A

single

elimination tournament was used with the contestants playing two
out of three 21 point games

same way only

it

handball doubles was organized the

was held during the winter semester

held as a singles event during the winter of 1955

squash was

there were

entries and a single elimination tournament was used

31

46
A

the

intramural gymnastics meet was held during the winter 1955
following were events within the meet

rope climb tumbling

side horse flying rings parallel bars free exercise horizontal bar
and trampoline

this event was held

in

coordination with the

gymnastic coach with most of the intramural participants
competing for the points earned

in

the annual supremacy race

B

L

bangerter personal communication february 26 1988

table tennis singles was scheduled in the spring of 1955 and
was held on the south
east corner of the indoor track four tables
southeast
were used for the single elimination tournament with participants
playing best two out of three 21 point games

swimming was an event held

competition was organized

in

in

the spring of 1955

the following events 100 yard

freestyle
fre estyle 100 yard
fre estyle 100 yard individual medley 200 yard freestyle
backstroke 60 yard breaststroke
breast stroke 33 13 yard sprint 200 yard

the meet was a one day

medley relay and diving
held at park

ro
she
roshe

communication

the

in

intramural event

Spring ville W J hafen personal
springville

february 23 1988

track and field event was scheduled

varsity outdoor track and field area

the following events

in

the spring on the

competition was organized

in

100 yard dash 220 yard dash 440 yard dash

880 yard run mile run 880 yard relay 140 yard low hurdles

baseball throw discus shot put high jump pole vault and broad
jump

an intramural medal was awarded to each individual winning

a first place

in

any event

47

the annual cross

country run took place during halftime of the

brigham young universitywyoming
university wyoming football game on november 13
1954

track

2.6
26 miles long starting on the west side of the
the race was 26
the participants circled the track once and then left the area

to run a certain distance through town

upon coming back to the

area they circled the track once and finished on the east side

C F

robison personal communication february 16 1988

the

55 school year
faculty intramural program for the 1954
195455

was organized on a free play basis W J hafen personal
communication

february 23 1988

games that were available to

padd leball badminton
the faculty were handball squash paddleball
volleyball
A

1954
A

and basketball

one day archery tournament was scheduled

this was an open tournament

in

november

held on a co recreation basis

columbia round tournament was used with 24 arrows at 50 40

and 30 foot ranges

no awards were given to the six men and six

women who participated
during the 1955
56 school year paddleball
padd leball singles and doubles
195556
badminton doubles and table tennis doubles were added as
intramural events

total participations were 3546 and the
intramural budget was 333009
3330.09
333009 for the year
during 1956
57 volleyball was scheduled during the spring
195657
quarter A great increase in the number of teams was seen along
it was determined that students
with a great number of forfeits
did not want to continue participating indoors after the long

basketball season

volleyball was then changed back to an autumn

48

the

activity

track and field meet of 1957 was cancelled due to

bad weather conditions

fencing was also omitted from the mens

program and added to the co recreational program along with

participations rose to 3910 and the budget

badminton and chess

was 418439
57
4184.39
195657
418439 for the year 1956
william J hafen continued to direct the intramural program

1957 58
195758

this year

for the first time the cross country run was

before 1957 the cross

organized for intramural participants only
country race or turkeytrot
turkey trot was run

track program

in

in

coordination with the varsity

this change increased participation considerably

bowling and tennis mixed doubles were added to the co

recreational program

the number

of men enrolled in school during

that year was 6458 with 4620 participations
activities

the budget

for the year was

in

intramural

4510.51
451051

59 the winter carnival became a part of the
during 1958
195859

intramural program for both men and women

it

included figure and

dash skating at vivian park and downhill and slalom at timp haven

the

number of softball fields available that year dropped from four

to two which limited the number of games each team could play
A

bicycle race was organized for the first time

in

59
1958
195859

it

included a balloon tire and high pressure tire event for both men

and women

the

bicycle race started and ended in the large parking

lot to the west of the football practice field

the course was set

up to run along the perimeter of the campus as well as on campus

roads

49
september 1959 william J hafen left brigham young

in

university and went to indiana university to work on a doctorate

degree

in

jay

recreation

H

naylor was chosen to replace william

J hafen as the new intramural sports director W J hafen

personal communication february 23 1988
A

jay H naylor
new mens intramural sports director jay

his duties in september 1959

H

naylor assumed

naylor had been active

in

the

intramural program as an official during hafens years as the
ddirector
recto r
i

naylor was one of the first to graduate from brigham

young university with a masters degree

recreation J

in

H

naylor

personal communication february 18 1988
beginning
in

the spring

60 golf was offered both in the autumn and
1959
195960

in

the

turkey trot was
annual cross country run or turkeytrot

approximately one mile

in

length with first place being awarded a

12 pound turkey and an intramural medal
5 pound chicken

no changes occurred

second place received a
in

60 activities
the 1959
195960

offered but the number of participations increased to 7327 and

the budget dropped to 433064
4330.64
433064
in 1960
61
196061

naylor became director of a youth center

in

california and was replaced by hafen who had just returned from
indiana university

one year later naylor returned and again

became mens intramural sports director which position he held
until

september 1967

61 five activities were discontinued the autumn
during 1960
196061

golf tournament and four co recreational events

each of these

50
participation rose to 7344

activities reappeared at a later time

5225.34
and the expenditure increased to 522534
522534

participation numbers

in 1961
62
196162

activity

continued to rise

63 were highlighted by the addition of the tug of
1962
196263
war see table 2 which was called battle of the beef J H

changes

in

naylor personal communication february 18 1988
and co recreation fencing were also added
in

1963
64
196364

activity nite

in

63
1962
196263

which consisted of wrestling and

an obstacle course replaced the annual fite nite
held on campus after this point

lifting
weightlifting
Weight

in

no boxing was

addition to this change the co

recreational bicycle race was resumed
during 196465
1964 65 participation reached 12028 and expenditures

reached

6285

1960s J

H

more facilities were needed during the early

naylor personal communication february 18 1988

more growth occurred during 1965
66 which was to be naylors
196566

last year as the mens intramural sports director

bowling was

discontinued at the request of the wilkinson center because the
bowling lanes were under too much demand

water basketball and

intramural dance were added to the program

in

1965
66
196566

participation for the year grew to 14220 the highest ever

recorded
naylor was director through an era of facility development

the

richards building which contained nearly 200000 square feet of
floor space part of which was on two levels was completed in
1965

naylor helped to design the richards building with the idea

51

table
tabie 2
mens intramural participatiqn
1961
participation summary iggi
65
196165

team activities

1961
62
196162

1962
63
196263

64
1963
196364

1964
65
196465

of teams

basketball
flag football
softball
volleyball
bowling
individual activities
of participants

tennis
badminton
boxing

wrestling
horseshoes
table tennis
handball
paddleball
Padd leball
golf spring
gymnastics
swimming
battle of the beef
Weight lifting
weightlifting
obstacle course
doubles events
of teams

tennis
badminton

horseshoes
table tennis
handball
paddleball
Padd leball

125
100
79
88
42
1961
62
196162

213
156
31
31

214
400
106
115
12
69
143

135
101

82
101

55
63
1962
196263

261

148

56
227
269
129
168
16

137
106
84
97
62

182
170
1114
14
147
46

1963
64
196364

65
1964
196465

260
139

308
285

122
223

99
310
545
208
126

381
1110
10
llo
lio

51

104
32
48

123

201

43
39

5

8

18

60

96
30

81

1961
62
196162

63
1962
196263

1963 64
196364

55
70
55

57
73
68

72
57

61

91

60
72

63
60

31

48
65
1964
196465

74
66
53
55
64
56
94
56
58
45
table continues

52

special events
cross country run
track and field

1961
62
196162

1962
63
196263

128
332

96

81

391

248

110
299

45

46
138
96
18

59
135
58

53
235
58

44
128
50
167

132
24
85
54
345

1963 64
196364

1964
65
196465

coed activities
of participants

archery
chess
badminton
fencing
bicycle race
bowling

checkers
ables
tennis mixed dbles
winter carnival

173
36

28
153
24
280

1 1

event was not offered or number was unavailable

32
40
452

53
of intramurals
intra murals in mind

february 18 1988

J

H

naylor personal communication

with the school enrollment increasing and

intramural participation growing the richards building was a

welcomed facility
helaman halls and deseret halls were built which provided
more growth

in

housing units provided

the number of participants

a lot of competition which changed the leagues to include various
division winners were chosen out of

floors within the dorms
borms

helaman and deseret halls clubs wards and independent teams
naylor had two graduate assistants with one

in

charge of

individual and dual activities and the other in charge of team

tournament schedules were posted in various glass
cases around campus points were to
totalled
talled daily to determine the
activities

current status of those working towards the supremacy trophy
monday through friday evenings were scheduled for intramural
activities with the exception of tuesday night which was reserved
for ward mutual night

saturdays were also used when schedules

and facilities permitted
john LL hansen

john

hansen who had been one of naylors assistants in 1966
became the mens intramural sports director in september 1967
L

he held this position during
communication

two years J

L

hansen personal

february 23 1988

during these two years the battle of the beef or tug of war

was discontinued and co recreational golf and rugby were added
turkey trot and the best
live birds were given as awards for the turkeytrot

54
costume

in

trot also received an award
turkeytrot
the turkey

the supremacy

trophy was available to both individual and team winners J

L

hansen personal communication february 23 1988
during 1966
ban
the following was recorded in the school banyan
between 40 and 50 per cent of the student body participated
in intramural activities each year
with 242 teams taking part
in basketball alone it would seem that the intramural
programs motto is being successfully carried out an activity
for every student and every student in an activity
the
statistics for the program are amazing nearly 1900 boys
played in both the softball and flag football games 1300
participated in volleyball and 2000 took part in basketball the
most popular game but these sports were not the only ones
offered over 30 different activities from checkers and
weight lifting provided activities
horseshoes to badminton and weightlifting
for any student who had the initiative to fill out an entry form
from these facts it is not surprising to find that brigham young
university has one of the largest intramural programs in the
country banka
Ban
banya
vann 1966 p 226
banvan
babvan
gary K palmer

gary

K

palmer took over the helm as intramural director

september 1968
had participated

in

As a student at brigham young university palmer
in

intramural activities

after receiving a

masters degree from brigham young university palmer went to
south carolina

while

in

south carolina palmer corresponded with

the recreation department and expressed his interest
to campus

in

in

returning

september of 1968 dr hafen replaced israel C

heaton as chairman of the recreation department this left a
faculty position open which john hansen filled palmer was
notified of the intramural opening and returned to provo to replace

john hansen as the new mens intramural sports director

hansen

55
before leaving for the northwest territories

in

canada that

summer made a tape recording of the duties of the intramural
director

palmer listened to this tape again and again to learn of

his duties and responsibilities as the new mens intramural sports

director G

K

palmer personal communication march 2 1988

palmer inherited an intramural staff already

in

place

he relied

on this staff for suggestions and organized an attitude of being

people minded

the

a team effort

in

all
ail
objective was sports for ali
al

11

1

students should be able to sign up easily and enjoy participating in
a relaxed atmosphere many things were tried with most of them
being generated in staff meetings during palmers years as director
G

K

palmer personal communication march 2 1988

leagues

of wards

independents clubs and halls or dormitories

were organized for nearly all events

used

in

church leagues were also

basketball volleyball softball and tennis

church leagues

were separate from intramural leagues but were run by the
intramural staff

eventually these church teams became ward

intra murals
teams which were part of intramurals

along with department leagues
participation G

K

in

married leagues were tried

an effort to encourage more

palmer personal communication march 2

1988
A

table

road rally event was developed and first held
3

this event consisted

other person

in

a car

A

checkpoints along the way

in

1970 see

of a driver a navigator and one

pre
predetermined
determined course was designed with

this course was set up

for accuracy

56

table
tabie 3
mens intramural participation summary 196q 73
am
activity
team
activities
activiti
Is
of

teams

basketball

70
1969
196970

M

men basketball
flag football

277
74
215

rugby

21

fast

pitch softball 94
slow pitch softball 60

soccer
volleyball
water basketball

individual acrivi
activi
activities
of participants
arm wrestling
badminton

checkers
fencing
gymnastics
handball
horseshoes
paddleball
Padd leball
squash
golf
wrestling

21

65
33

70
1969
196970

46
85
72
45
53
40
64
70
46

table tennis
tennis
Weight
lifting
weightlifting

110
127
64
18

stick pulling
tiddlywinks

10

71
1970
197071

1971
72
197172

223
70
252
27

343
74
256

91

70
134
37

119
30
80
51

71
1970
197071

85
102
68
44
16
87
146
111

66
78
144
80
55

21

73
1972
197273

320
58
305
23
50
132
51

95
34

91

52

72
1971
197172

73
1972
197273

44
165
64
36
36

86
107
98

91

146
112
154

130
169
40

119
255
170
77
67

137
165
186
150
55
48

table continues

57

doubles events
of teams
badminton

golf

handball
horseshoes
paddleball
Padd leball
table tennis

tennis

70
1969
196970

32
30
56
46
46
31

40

special events
70
1969
196970
of participants
bicycle race
pike fishing tourney 64
fite nite
kite flying
35

road

rally

obstacle course

71
1970
197071

57
48
50
73
55
58
77

71
1970
197071

73
1972
197273

53

78

34
56

33

41

101

105
55
62

153
154
85

1971
72
197172

73
1972
197273

23

25

52

175
68
62

84

57

67

124

k

h

98
95
120
103

106
67

31

ski meet
128
swimming & diving 147
track meet
turkey trot
47
mini marathon

1971
72
197172

116
143
210
86

161

92
35
table continues
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coed activities
of participants

archery
badminton
bowling

darts

golf
horseshoes
paddleball
Padd leball
table tennis

tennis

volleyball teams
softball teams
abal teams
tbal
basketball
baske
innertube teams

70
1969
196970

26
210
326
196
20
280
88
166
92
80
63

71
1970
197071

136
370
470
414
100
252
164
324
260
151
121

1971
72
197172

30
380
1002
340
64
56
184
440
214
170
146

I1

event was not offered or number was unavailable

73
1972
197273

26
620
454
278
92
112
392
284
422
27
159
134
61

59
and not speed being between 50
100 miles long
50100

each team was

given an envelope which contained instructions on how to get to the

next checkpoint

if

a team were lost they could open an envelope

which told them how to get to the first checkpoint

tiddlywinks were suggested and tried

east

in

some of the ivy league schools

event at one time

they were popular back
kite flying was also an

home evening on monday night was introduced by

the church which eliminated intramural activities from taking
place on monday nights

palmer wondered how intramurals
intra murals would

survive because tuesday nights were set aside for ward mutual
activities and monday evenings were active intramural nights
gymnasium

in

the

the training school and the womens gym were used

along with the richards building for intramural events
participation continued to rise and so did the need for more indoor

court space

tournaments were organized in various ways to encourage more
palmer realized that the independent teams seemed
participation
to always dominate in tournament competition

in an effort to

be

more equal palmer developed and tried a classification system

1a or aa
2a A or B
this system classified the teams as either aa
according to ability later qualifying rounds were developed see
figure

5

in

which teams or individuals played and the winners

moved to the right and the losers moved to the left

at the end

of

the qualifying tournament the teams or individuals that had not
lost were ranked aa
4a those teams individuals that had won their

C
QC

3

cn

hxtch
kstch
hatch

katch
hatch

0

0

s

0C

30

CD

the
based

ist

nnw

lose
won

won

losses

losses
could

loss

loss

classification

0 1 1 2
I I
wins

win

win

wins

2 1I 1 0
aa
4a

aa
3a

aa
2a

person

A
higher

IA

a

level

in
skill

participant

participants

a

C

place

the

to

of

option

aa
4a

r

r
manager

evaluation

the

be

has

still

event

to

subjective

and
supervisor

instructions

a
the

upon

match

ast
1st

supervisor

special

activity

date

tie
time

NOTE

61
first and lost their second were ranked aa
3a those teams

individuals that lost their first and won their second were aa
2a and

1a
those teams individuals that lost both qualifying games were aa
with those rankings teams and individuals were then placed

in

a

tournament to compete against teams or individuals with the same
ranking

trophies were given to the teams or individuals who had won
each division aa1a aa
2a aa
4a
3a and aa

in

small trophies were given to

all winners with big trophies being given to the winning

teams

A

supremacy trophy was awarded to a team and an individual each

year that had accumulated the most points through participation
and winning

banquet held

all trophies were awarded during the annual award
in

may at the wilkinson center G

K

palmer personal

communication march 2 1988
during 197374
1973 74 palmer hired an intramural assistant named

bruce holley

holley replaced palmer

in

september 1974 when

palmer became a faculty member within the recreation

department
bruce F holley
As a supervisor and then as an assistant under

bruce holley gained much intramural experience
intramural sports director

in

gary palmer
holley became the

september 1974 replacing palmer

under the leadership of bruce holley a number

of important

changes

were made which helped establish the intramural program at
brigham young university as a leader throughout the nation

62
among these improvements was the introduction of the
computer

this was a tremendous help

both in the scheduling of

facilities and in the storing of team names leagues and players

before this time the intramural staff recorded everything by hand
with this improvement data was entered

the printouts were picked up

an IBM terminal and

in

the talmage building on upper

in

campus

later the apple computer was used
then came the IBM PC at the time of this

with the PDSI program

writing an intramural

management system program on the macintosh is being written
under the direction of holley

the computer was used

with nearly

every intramural event to store data and print team lists and game

sheets
holley developed statistical

financial

to be used with every event offered

money spent

in

and evaluation reports

these reports kept track

of

cost per participant and were used as a reference

the next time that particular event was offered
in 1980 the womens and mens intramural programs were
combined with the intramural office being located

richards building

in

room 112

school enrollment reached a ceiling and so did

intramural participation

also

in

1980

five graduate

assistants

were hired along with 20
25 supervisors plus officials for the
2025
various events offered

during spring and summer terms the

intramural staff was reduced

the awards

for the intramural winners were changed from

trophies and medals to t shirts

in

1974 after holley attended the

annual NIRSA national intramural recreational sports

63

association conference

T

shirts were a popular item among

participants and served as advertisement for the program not only
on campus but also when participants left campus

B

F

holley

personal communication march 4 1988

the

last year the womens gym and the training school were

gibbons personal communication march 2
due to the building of the brigham young university track

used was 1974
1988

L

C

stover field was lost to intramural use holley negotiated with
brigham young university officials for replacement facilities and

west stadium fields were made ready

this

facility contained nine

lights a field

flag football fields or seven softball diamonds
office and a parking area

F holley

B

personal communication

march 4 1988

budgets continued to be a problem and more money was always
in

need

these budgets came

from university student body funds

holley was able to persuade the student body officers to double the
intramural budget but

it

was still not enough

in

order to reduce

the amount of money spent the number of games that the teams
paid officials program was
played were reduced and a non
nonpaid

introduced

this program required each team

volleyball to provide an official

these

in

basketball and

officials were certified

intra murals and paid for by the team
through intramurals

score keepers were also used
scorekeepers
storekeepers

in

volunteer

an attempt to reduce the budget

the time of this writing the intramural budget continues to come
from student body funds and is over

100000 each year

at

64

to

improve the staff holley organized an annual intramural

retreat each september starting

in

these retreats

1978

included

the

the director graduate assistants secretary and supervisors

campout and have since grown
retreats started out as an overnight campous
pout
campout
into a three day two night campous
cam

the purpose

of the annual

intramural retreat is to learn of the duties and responsibilities

target

required of staff members and to become a cohesive group

simulation and role playing activities were part of the schedule
during retreat

B

holley personal communication march 2

F

1988
holley also sanctioned the use of a pre game prayer

attempt to improve sportsmanship

in

an

supervisors were instructed to

call the two teams together for a pre game each game hour

after the supervisor instructed the teams on a few rules he or she
called on a participant to offer a prayer

this was done at the

beginning of each game

some events that were added during holleys years were the
college bowl run for your life and aerobics see table 4

college

bowl was a fast paced question and answer game over all topics

players would ring

in if

they knew the answer and points were

awarded for correct answers

at the end

of

a 30 minute period the

team with the most points was declared the winner

the

run for

your life event was semester long in which participants kept a

record of miles run miles swum and miles cycled
received an award

if

participants

they ran 150 miles swam 375
37.5
375 miles or

cycled 450 miles during the semester

aerobics was held

in

the
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table
tabie 4
89
mens intramural particigation
participation summary 1981
19818.9
198189
dividual
individual
ind
ividual events
of entries

1

98182

83
1982
198283

84
1983
198384

85
1984
198485

32
128
64

39
139

20

31

47

5

5

3

193

67
16

120

30
16

35

40
98

21

51

49
154

26

158
16
74
248
12
16

83
1982
198283

84
1983
198384

85
1984
198485

18

15

10

62
25
107
36

51

51
21

137
18

79
7
14
table continues

1981
981
82
198182

47
tennis women
162
tennis men
racquetball women
78
ac 13
racquetball women ffac
racquetball men
177
racquetball men fac
handball
badminton
table tennis

20
0

backgammon
arm wrestling

41

45

51

29
23

27
80

wrestling

sp
amer
sprinasummer
rings mmer
Raquet
ball
raquetball
tennis women
tennis men
run for your life

232

87
12
46
589

19

21

88
10
7

pool

super stars
doubles
ubles
ables events
do
of entries
tennis women
tennis men
badminton
Raquet
ball
raquetball
table tennis

1 1

101

1

98182
1981
981
82
198182

148

9

6

58
23
37
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team events
of

1

teams

98182
1981
981
82
198182

83
1982
198283

84
1983
198384

85
1984
198485

61

71

72

44

football women
soccer women
soccer men

72
20
41

12
48

indoor soccer

26
77
427

45
49
500

41

54
396

32
16
88
456

8

1 1

1 1

7

76
74
63
147

102
86
150

67
58
48
145

73
69
56
144

1981
981
82
198182

98182

83
1982
198283

84
1983
198384

85
1984
198485

43
45
108
30
33
96

35
29
1113
13
158
27
104

52
49
68
139
24
97

40
48
64
135
34
108

98182

83
1982
198283

84
1983
198384

85
1984
198485

basketball women
basketball men
water basketball
volleyball women
volleyball men
softball women
softball men
ev
coed team events
of teams
college bowl
fall
bowlfall
college bowl winter
basketball
volleyball
water polo
Inner
innertube
tube waterpolo

1

softball
special events
number of entries
bicycle race
turkey trot
ski meet

road

rally

mini marathon winter
mini marathon spring
3 on 3 volleyball
3 on 3 basketball

swim meet
1 on 1 basketball

1

1981
981
82
198182

93
10
89

25
27
90

51

84
70
22
14
20

79
92

62
31

32
67
183
23
5

36

event was not offered or the number was unavailable

26
55
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west annex of the smith fieldhouse and became very popular
was scheduled three days a week once

in

it

the morning and once

in

the evening on each of those days

the supremacy race was

discontinued

in

1980 because

found that participants were participating for points

it

was

dart

throwing bowling swimming the diving meet and the track and
field event were considered artificial participation and were

discontinued
through the late 1970s and early 1980s bruce holley was given
more responsibilities from the dean of the college

holleys first

concern was intramurals
intra murals but gradually more of his time was taken
up with physical education services

were shifted to holleys assistant

lee

intramural responsibilities

gibbons

C

B

F

holley

personal communication march 4 1988

lee

C

gibbons

As an undergraduate student in the

recreation department lee

gibbons worked as a intramural supervisor under bruce hoiley
holley
boiley
gibbons was also an intern in the summer intramural program

in

the fall of 1976 gibbons was one of three graduate assistants and

august 1978 received a masters degree in recreation in the
fall of 1978 gibbons became holleys assistant and in september

by

1979 gibbons became a full time staff member

L

C

gibbons

personal communication march 2 1988
As an assistant director under holley gibbons was responsible

for making the daily deposit being the facility supervisor taking

faculty reservations for court time and keeping track of the
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1984 all
in

these responsibilities increased and

january
intramural responsibilities were shifted over to gibbons

intramural budget

in

the fall of 1983 a forfeit deposit was charged to the teams

when they signed up for a schedule

refunded

if

10.00
1000 and
this fee was 1000

it

was

the team showed up to each of their scheduled games

during the fall of 1986 the forfeit deposit was discontinued and a
10.00
1000 entry fee was charged to all teams

this fee was not

refunded at the end of the teams schedule but was used to help pay
for the basketball and volleyball officials

paid
nonpaid
the non

officials

program was discontinued and the officials were hired and paid for
by the intramural program

L
L

C

gibbons personal communication

march 2 1988

at the time

of this writing brigham young university

Intra
intramurals
murals is one of the largest intramural programs

country

the

the

program has enjoyed a tremendous support from the

school administration facilities as good as any
it

in

in

has a large percent of students who participate

the country and

chapter 6
summary

the purpose

of this study was to compile and present an

organized and complete history of the mens intramural program at
brigham young university the womens intramural program was

separate from the mens
combined

until

september 1980 when the two were

this study includes both programs

from the time that

they were combined until the time of this writing

no exact date was found to be the beginning of mens
Intra
intramurals
murals on campus

instead this research shows that

it

grew

out of physical education instruction as classes clubs and other

organizations on campus began competing with one another

recreational activities

in

gradually these competitions grew and

someone was needed to organize and direct the competitions for

those students who participated

this responsibility was accepted

by the physical education department

charles chick hart was

director of physical education and began to organize intramural

events for the students

mens intramurals
intra murals was very small at first

but as more facilities became available the number of participants

grew

from 1954 until the time of this writing a

full time

intra murals
director has headed intramurals

the

collection of the data was accomplished using two

methods the library technique and the personal interview

this

study was limited by the inability of those interviewed to recall

exact names and dates of past occurrences

after the data was

70
collected and analyzed

it

was organized into two chapters

chapter 4 contained data related to intramural beginnings through
chapter

1954

data from 1954 to the time of this

5 contained

writing in 1988
nln gs through 1954
nin
beginnings
intramural Begin
beginning
beginnin

Intra
murals on the brigham young campus probably had its
intramurals

beginning at about the same time as the first physical education

class

in

before 1887 students met on an informal basis to

1887

participate

in

various forms of recreation

there were various

sporting teams comprised of students which competed with other

teams but none of which were part of academy curriculum

records show that the printed word intramural was not used

on

campus until the late 1920s
competition

in

various recreational activities grew out of the

instructional programs within the physical education department

clubs and classes began to compete against each other and
gradually these competitions became more popular and leagues for
competition were formed

need for organization

with the formation of leagues came the

this organization was the responsibility

of

the director of physical education who often assigned assistants
or student managers to help

As

these leagues grew and more

facilities became available so did the need for a full time director
of intramural sports

in

mens intramural program 1954
1988
19541988
the mens intramural program was assigned a full time director
september 1954
william J hafen was hired at that time and

71

continued to direct the program until 1961
was on leave to indiana university

1959 60 hafen
from 195960

during that year jay naylor

was director of mens intramurals
Intra murals
william hafen reported to C J hart for his first two years as

director

then

in

intramurals
1956 mens Intra
murals became the

administrative responsibility of the newly created recreation

co recreational activities were begun

department

men and women participated

paddle and was played

in

in

which both

paddleball
Padd leball which utilized a wooden

later

a handball court became popular

the paddle was changed into a racquet with strings and the event
racquet ball
became known as racquetball
for all

sports

william hafen encouraged

during his years as director of intra
intramurals
murals

jay naylor became the next director
became sports for

all

continued to grow and
men students
1963 p 330

in

and the theme

in 1961

and sports for sports sake
it

was estimated

in

1963 that 40

the university participated

the health center

Intra
murals
intramurals

in

of all the

intra
murals
intramurals

banyan

on campus wanted intramural flag

football discontinued because of the injuries

it

was shown that

the number of injuries were very few when compared with the
number of participants

As intramural director

jay naylor

represented brigham young university each year at the annual
NIRSA conference and some of those years he served as executive

secretary for NIRSA

jay naylor was director through a time of much facility
development he helped design the richards building with
intra murals
intramurals

in mind
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john hansen replaced jay naylor as director in 1967 more
growth occurred and brigham young university became recognized

as having one of the largest intramural programs

this was mainly due
administration
in

in

the country

to the tremendous support of the

1968 john hansen became a faculty member and gary palmer

was chosen to be the mens intramural director
tried both
intra murals
intramurals

in

selected events and
A

in

many things were

the organization of

classification system was developed which proved

to be very successful

bruce holley replaced gary palmer

in

1974

A

few of the

improvements that were made during bruce holleys years were

the combination of both the mens and womens programs a
paid officials
computer program for intramural events a non
nonpaid

program an annual intramural retreat financial and evaluation

reports for each event and the development of more outdoor

facilities
lee gibbons became director

in

1984

flag football and

basketball became the two large events with 524 teams
participating each season

the

intramural staff consisted of five

graduate assistants a secretary 20
25 supervisors plus officials
2025
and referees for the various events offered

recommendations
the following recommendations are suggested as a result of
this historical research

73
1

A

history of the womens intramural program at brigham

young university be compiled and written
2

the department

should periodically update this research as

events and changes occur
3

that intramural budgets events offered statistical

reports evaluation reports and staff minutes be compiled into a
yearly report
4

during the annual intramural retreat a journal be kept along

with pictures of the staff
5

newspaper articles intramural handbooks and other

publications pertaining to intramurals
intra murals be collected
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appendix

A

address
of director or

administrator

date 1988

dear director or administrator
am a graduate student in recreation management and have received
Intra murals at brigham young
approval to do a historical thesis on intramurals
university since you were a former intramural director or may have
information about intra
would appreciate the
murals at BYU
intramurals
opportunity of interviewing you
I1

1I

enclosed is a checklist which includes those topics that would be
discussed any information you can remember or have records of will
be appreciated with your permission would like to tape record the
interview and take a picture of you
I1

contact you
interview time
1I

will

in

the near future and schedule a possible

sincerely
david

brown
112 richards building
A

378
3992
3783992

enclosure
cc crowton
holley
geddes
hafen
naylor

robison
hansen
palmer
gibbons
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appendix

B

INTERVIEW CHECKLIST

I1

share with me some of your background information

where and when were you born

schools attended

degrees

when and how did you first get involved in

intra murals
intramurals
your years at BYU

11
II

positions and assignments

years as a BYU intramural director

dates

your responsibilities as the director

the facilities that were used

and office area

the events and activities offered including special
events during your years as director

8 1
81

the staff and personnel how many and what
were their duties

budgets

participations
womens

intramurals

NIA
NIRSA
NIANIRSA

awards

given

years
at BYU when you were not directly involved
lii
ill
lil
with administration of intra
murals but were
intramurals
cognizant of the types of intramural programs that
were being conducted
111

IV

administrative

organization

contributions
changes made

made

82

improvements made

V

closing remarks

questions you wished
i 0 n
r
n
m
f
t
a
0
information
i

I1

would have asked and other
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appendix C

personal communications
blauer

dave
fred

L

bangerter
crowton

M

W dixon

dave geddes

lee

gibbons

C

william J hafen

john

hansen

L

bruce F holley
eddie

jay

R

kimball

naylor

H

don overly

gary

K

clarence

palmer
F

robison

A

history of the mens intramural program at
brigham young university
david

A

brown

department of recreation management and youth leadership
M

A

degree august 1988
ABSTRACT

of this study was to compile and present an
organized and complete history of the mens intramural program at

the purpose

brigham young university

program
young
had its
university
brigham
intramural
the
beginning early in brigham young academy history the intramural
program originated as an outgrowth of the physical education
prior to 1954 the intramural program was
instructional program
part of the physical education department and the chairman of that
department gave leadership to the intramural program by assigning
part time directors and student managers to organize sporting
events since 1954 a full time director has been employed as
intramural director the program was the result of many years of
growth and development
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